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INTRODUCTION 
Extended domains of integral operators were introduced in Aronszajn- 
Szeptycki (1967). In that paper a necessary condition, which we denote here 
by (t), was established for a measurable function to belong to the extended 
domain of a given integral operator. It was noted recently, see Labuda (1985), 
that the condition (t) is also sufficient for a function to belong to the extended 
domain. 
The objective of this paper is to apply sufficiency of (t) to determination of 
extended domains of convolution operators with the kernels e@@) where G(X) 
is a polynomial. The extended domain depends only on the degree of @, is a 
stretched amalgam in the sense of Fournier (1985), and is strictly increasing as 
function of the degree. 
The result includes as a special case the known characterization of the 
extended domain of the Fourier transform as the amalgam space 12(L’); 
Szeptycki (1968). We were unable to use the technique of that reference in the 
present case. Accordingly, this paper could be viewed as a test of strength and 
adaptability to concrete situations of Labuda’s result. Another instance of 
applying (t) occurs in Section 4 extending a result in Szeptycki (1980) to more 
general kernels. 
In what follows, except for section 4, we restrict our attention to the real line; 
* Supported by grant no. 3298 from the General Research Fund, University of Kansas. 
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we expect a suitable version of the considerations to be valid for convolution 
kehels on IR”, however the one dimensional case appears to be sufficiently 
challenging. 
2.THEEXTENDEDDOMAINSAND CONDITION(t) 
Let (X, dx), (Y,dy) denote a-finite measure spaces, and let L’(X), Lo(Y) be 
the spaces of measurable finite a.e. (complex valued) functions on X and Y 
equipped with the topologies of convergence in measure on all subsets of finite 
measure. This topology may be defined by means of an F-norm 
erm = s Cl+ Ifl) -‘If WY 
where a> 0 a.e. and j a= 1; similarly for ex. Throughout this paper the F- 
norms ey, ex are fixed. 
A kernel is a measurable function k(x, y) on XX Y. The integral operator 
with kernel k is given by 
KfO = 5 kk ulfiv)dr, f E DK , 
where 
&={f; S IW,y)l lf(rMu<~ a.e.1 
is the proper domain of K. We consider K: DKCLo( Y)-L’(X). We assume 
that K is nonsingular, i.e. there is gEDK such that g>O a.e. 
For every f~ L”( Y) let 
&cf)=su~ {ex(Kg);gEDK, 14~ Ifl a.4 
and let &W =e~Cf) + MY). 
THEOREM 2.1. & is a complete translation invariant metric on the additive 
group Lo(Y). 
We denote by & the closure in (L’(Y),&) of DK. I& is the extended 
domain of K. 
THEOREM 2.2. & is a solid subspace of Lo(Y) with the complete metric 
vector topology defined by &. K: (DK, QK)-+Lo(X) is continuous and thus can 
be extended to I?:&-L’(X). 
REMARK. Th. 2.2 is trivial, Th. 2.1 is not. 
Let A CL'(Y) be a topological vector space. K is called A-s.r. (semi-regular) 
if a) D,nA is dense in A, b) K:D,nA+L’(X) is continuous. If this is the 
case then KA denotes the continuous extension of K to A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a solid topological vector subspace of Lo(Y) such 
that K is A-s.r. Then AC& and KA =I?jA. 
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Theorem 2.3 explains the importance of the extended domain & and of the 
extension l?. The project is to describe & for various classes of kernels and 
for specific kernels. 
In many simple cases DK is trivial: 
a) If the range of k(x, y) is contained in a sector of opening less than $r then 
l&=DK. 
b) The same is true if X, Y are topological spaces, Y is compact, X is 
Lindelof, k is continuous and never 0. (dx, dy are Bore1 measures). 
c) The same is true if X= Y is a topological group, dy is the Haar measure 
and Kf(x) = J k(x-y)f(y)dy is the convolution operator with k almost periodic. 
In this case both domains are L’ unless k=O. 
Some cases when & is not trivial: 
d) For the Fourier transform the proper domain is L’ but the extended 
domain is the amalgam space r2(L1). 
e) For the Fourier series with Y=Z and X= [0,2n] DK is I’, LjK is Z2. 
Similarly in more general cases when X is a compact group. 
For a), b), d), e) see Szeptycki (1984a), (1968), for c) see Szeptycki (1984b). 
For a function f in Lo(Y) and for a nonsingular integral operator K consider 
the following condition. 
(t) For every sequence (S,,) of disjoint subsets of Y and for every sequence 
(g,) of functions in DK such that lg,] IXs,lf 1 a.e. the series C IKgJx)12 is 
finite a.e. 
THEOREM 2.4. If f E Lo(Y) then f EL& if and o&y if f satisfies (t). 
The necessity part of this theorem was proved in Aronszajn-Szeptycki (1967), 
its sufficiency was noticed recently in Labuda (1984). We repeat the proof 
below with slight modifications needed in the sequel. 
Proof of sufficiency. Let f E Lo(Y). There is a sequence Y, /* Y such that 
xy,fEDK. For example one can define Y,={y;gQ>l/n,]f(y)l<n), Yo=O, 
where ge DK, g>O a.e. Suppose now that f is not in &. Then the sequence 
&((l -xri)f) is decreasing and cannot converge to 0; since ~~((1 -xr,)f)+O 
it follows that there is e>O such that d,((l -xr,)f)>e for all n. Use now the 
definition of dK to find & in DK such that l&l I /f / and Q&C&) >E. By the 
dominated convergence theorem K~r,gr)-+K& a.e. and there is an index nl 
such that 
Let 
Suppose we have defined n,, . . . , n,, gl, . . . . g, so that 
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Then 
and there is &+, in DK such that 
As above we find n,, i > n, such that with 
s s+l= Yns+,\ Yn, and gs+l=xss+,&+l 
we have the induction hypothesis satisfied with s replaced by s+ 1. The 
sequence g,, shows that f does not satisfy (t): Kg, does not even converge to 
0 a.e. 
It may be of some advantage in special cases to choose the sequence Y, /* Y 
in a different manner than in the proof in the preceding section: 
Let X= Y= IR, let dx be the Lebesgue measure and let k(x, JJ) be continuous, 
never 0 and a bounded function of y for every fixed x. Then L ’ CD&L& and 
by b) above D&L&,. 
In particular if f c Lf,, then xy,f~ DK for all n, where Y,,= [ - n,n]. Re- 
peating the preceding proof in this case we get the sufficiency part of the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. With the kernel k as above, a function f E Lo is in l& if and 
only if it belongs to L& and saticsfies (t) for all locally finite sequences S,, of 
non-overlapping intervals. 
The necessity part is an immediate consequence of Th. 2.4 and of the in- 
clusion D& Li,. 
3. OPERATORS OF CONVOLUTIONS WITH e’@’ 
We consider the case when X= Y= IR, dx=dy is the Lebesgue measure and 
the operator K is of the form 
(3.1) Kf (x) = j ei@(x-v)f (y)dy, 
where @ is continuous real-valued. 
Clearly DK= L’, &CL/Oc (use b) section 2.) and Th. 2.5 applies. 
We mention the following consequence of c) Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If @ is uniformly continuous then I& = DK = L ‘. 
Indeed, the condition on rj implies that ei@ is almost periodic. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that the set of zeros of I$ is compact, let K be as 
in (3.1) and let 
K1 f (x) = j eil@(X-y)j f (y)dy. 
PROOF. Suppose that f E&. Then the complex conjugate f is also in DK and 
by Th. 2.5 f and fsatisfy (t) with respect to K. Let g,,, S, be as in (t); replacing 
if necessary f by Cxs,g, we may assume that g, =xsnf. Let N>O be arbitrary 
but fixed. There is an index nN such that for every n ?nN the function @(x-y) 
has constant sign for all (X,Y)E [ - N, NJ x5’,. Hence we can write for 
XE[-N,N] 
5 .,c, [I; ei@(X-J’)f (y)dy I2 + 1 j ei@(x-y)f (y)dy12] N ” n 
and it follows that f satisfies (t) relative to K, and f E &, . 
The same argument proves also the inclusion &, CD,. 
For a 
nL --oo 
(3.2) 
two-sided sequence (a,,), such that a, 7 cx, as n 7 00 and a, L - 03 as 
we define 
%+I 
I,$,‘) equipped with the obvious norm is a Banach space. 
In the case when a,=sign n “m we write I&(L1)=12(mfi,L1). When m= 1 
this is the usual amalgam space l”(L’). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let @ be a polynomial of degree m+ 1. Then &=12(mfi,L1). 
REMARK. If 4(x) =+x2 then 
Kf (x) = etix2 j e - “Y(eiiv2 f (y))dy = MFMf 
where (except for a constant factor) F is the Fourier transform and M is 
the operator of multiplication by efix2. We get then the known result that 
dF= 12(L’) (see e.g. Szeptycki (1984a)). 
Proof of Th. 3.3. To simplify notations we write the operator Kin the form 
J e@@+Y)f (y)dy = Kf (x). Let 
m+l 
4J(x)= ,zo @rx’, &I+1 +a 
Notice that 
Kf (x) = e’@(X) j ,i($& +Y) - @(x) - @Q + d(o))ei(@@) - @(o))f (,,)dy . 
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and consequently & does not change if k(x, y) = ei@(x+Y) is replaced by eivCzY) 
(again denoted by k) where 
WC6 Y) = fw + Y) - @w) - @cv) + @J(O). 
Suppose that f~ I&. Then f~ L:,, and since & is solid we can assume that 
f 2 0. Let a, = sign n “m; by (t) 
ant1 
We next change the variables y = a,, + r, 0 I r I a,, + r - a, and write cy in the 
form 
We observe that the terms with r=O do not contribute to 
and we omit them. For the remaining terms (we assume for simplicity YI >0) 
rsa,+l -a,=m~-mfi~-!-n(l~m)-l 
m 
and 
al-S-‘z’r 1 n(l-S-‘)/m 
n 
.nWm)-l = 1 n(l-~-m)/mc 1 - 
n’ m’ m” 
We conclude that there exists an E>O such that for all IX]S E and for all r, 
Osrra,,+,-a,, we have 
Hence for all 1x1 IE 
%,I %+I-4 
’ d 
eiWtX’ y)f(y)dy 1 2 [ i cos v/(x, a, + z)f(a, + r)dz] 2 
%+I-% %+I 
2% 6 f(a,+WQ2=+( in fcv)d~)~. 
We conclude that 
C ( j f@)dy)2s$I(x)<oo a.e. in {x; Ixjls}, 
(In 
and f e l”(“fi, L’). 
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To establish the reverse inclusion suppose that f E Z2( “fi, L’) and let (S,) be 
any locally finite sequence of disjoint intervals. We propose to show that 
C 1 j ei@(x+u)fCy)dy12<~ a.e.” 
S” 
To this effect it suffices to prove finiteness of the corresponding sums over 
S,, c [L, CYJ)U (- 00, -L], for some L >O. We consider only the sum over 
S,,C [L, 03); L will be determined later. 
We write (S,) = 9, U 4 where SE (S,) is in 9, if and only if 
SC [“fi, “pr3] =s” 
for some integer v and SE Y2 otherwise. Then 
&’ s n Y 0” 
We may assume that P2 consists of intervals with endpoints in the set (a,) 
which may possibly overlap over intervals of the form [a,,a,+,] with each 
such interval occuring as an intersection of at most two of intervals in Y2. 
Indeed, we may replace each interval SC P2 by the smallest interval S, with 
endpoints in (a,), containing S. Then S\ SC [a,, ap+ J U [a,,, a,,+ I1 where 
v>p+l and 
1 j ei@(X+~)fQdy12 
s 
%I+, a,+, 
53[/ g ei@(x+u) f6wY12+ ( i Ifw~Y)2+( ;” Ifcv)l~Y~21 
with a similar inequality with S and S reversed. It follows that the sums 
are simultaneously finite or infinite. 
To estimate 
C 1 j ei@(x+y)f(y)dy12=Z(x) 
92 s 
we take g E Cr, gr0, j gdx= 1, and consider the integral Z= j Z(x)g(x)dx. With 
S = [ap(s), a,(s)1 we have 
x z= ; g ‘b (Ed 1 ei(@(x +JJ) - Hx + z)kZx)f(y)f(z)dydz 
v(S) - I %+, %+I 
SC c 92 B* ”=m qlv /” IfbwY /” I.fcz>l~z 
where aflv is some bound over (x, z) E [a,, ap+ 1] x [a,, a,, ,] of I&Y, z)l where 
&J, z) = j g(x)ei[~(X+Y)-$(X+Z)ldx. 
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It follows that 
where A is a bound for the norm of the operator in l2 defined by the matrix 
up,,. Thus it suffices to show that this matrix defines an operator in l2 which 
is bounded, for instance it is enough to prove that 
(3.3) C fxp,dA4 for all ,u, C cl,,lM for all v, Y Ir 
where A4 is a constant. 
Using the same notation as in the first part of the proof we have 
The term q&v) - e(z) can be dropped as it does not affect 
&Y, z). /I@, y, z) is rewritten in the form 
P(x, Y, 2) = c (dY1 - osk))xs = 0, - 2) c 6, - ,(y, 2)x’ 
where 
the modulus of 
m+l 
as= ,=F+, @I 
0 
f Y’+9 a-s= ,Y+‘, ~l(~)LlcY9-~ 
and 
a,(y, z) = (y” ’ -zr+ l )/(y-z)=y’+y’-‘z+ . . . +yz’-‘+z’. 
Integrate by parts to get the following formula 
where g,(x) =sx’-‘g(x). Note that g, E C$‘, g’E Corn and the same integration by 
parts formula can be applied again to each of the integrals on the right handy 
side of (3.3). This is done according to the following convention. An integral 
on the right hand side of (3.4) is left alone if the coefficient in front of it is of 
one of the three forms: 
1) 
or 
Ii (c3,-Sj/q,-r) with sl+...+s,-r>m, 
j=l 
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or 
3) WMA-Mz)Y. 
Otherwise the integral is transformed by integration by parts as in (3.3). 
Clearly the procedure stops after at most m steps and we obtain a repre- 
sentation 
(3.5) a~,Z)=CajO?Z),ajO?Z)=Yj'iO?Z)SeiSgjdx 
where each rj is a coefficient as in l), 2) or 3) and gj E Corn has support con- 
tained in the support of g. 
We choose L >0 so that for y, z?L 
I~,-,~,z)~~,-,cv,z)l~2o*-,cv,z)/~,-~~,z) 
and 
l~,~)-~,(z)l=I~,-,o5z)o)-z)/~~a,~~cy,z)~Y-z~=~~y"-z"~. 
Let now ap,a,,rL. For ye [ap,ap+l], zE [a,,a,+l] we write 
la~,z)/ISg(x)dx=l=a,,if Iv-,452 
I&V, z)/ I 1 lojo? z)/ otherwise. 
ICXjQ, z)I is estimated in each of the above 3 cases: 
<const (v~‘~+c~~‘~)-C~+~=~~, 
in case l), 
lajcV, z)l r4(0m-sti, Z)/am-lCY9 Z)lY"-Zml) 1 lgjldx5 
Iconst (~“~+~“~)‘-~(lv-~l- 1))‘=c$ 
in case 2), 
IcljCv,Z)/r(4/CVm-Zm)2)S IgjldxlCOnSt(jV-~l-1)-2=a~, 
in case 3). 
It is now clear that a,,,~ Ci a{, and that (3.3) is satisfied. 
REMARK 1. By proposition 3.2 the operators 
Kf(x) = j e’lX-YI”+‘f(y)dy 
have extended domains Z2(mf,L’). It is an obvious conjecture that for non- 
integer values of m the determination of the extended domain should follow the 
same pattern. 
REMARK 2. The preceding arguments and the statement of Th. 3.3 remain 
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valid for the kernels of the form y(x, y)eietXeY) where y(x, y) > 0 is bounded and 
bounded away from zero as function of y for each fixed x, or at least for a set 
of x--s of positive measure, and @ as before is a polynomial. 
REMARK 3. It is of some interest to extend the statement of Th. 3.3 to @ other 
than polynomials. If K(x, JJ) = exp (i exp (x+u)) then 
Similar description of l& is valid for k(x, JJ) = exp (i exp Jx+yl). Both obser- 
vations are obtained by a suitable change of variables in Fourier transform. 
REMARK 4. Theorem 2.2 and theorem 3.3 show that K:L’c~~(~~~,L’)+L’ 
is continuous. It would be of interest to find a direct proof of this fact. 
4. CONSISTENCY OF EXTENSIONS 
In this section we use (t) to show that for a suitable class of kernels the ex- 
tensions R coincides with suitably defined extensions of K in classes of distri- 
butions. This generalizes the corresponding result of N. Aronszajn concerning 
Fourier transform (see Szeptycki (1980)). The argument is also similar. 
Let X= lRd, Y= li?& and let k(x, JJ) be a kernel such that the operator trans- 
posed to K, 
(4.1) ‘Ku(y) = j k(x, y)u(x)dx 
contains in its proper domain all bounded functions with compact support and 
defines a bounded operator from g(X) into Y(Y) where .Q and Yare the usual 
spaces of test functions. It follows in particular that K is nonsingular. An 
example of a kernel satisfying the above properties is the convolution kernel of 
section 3; the operator K is actually continuous from Y into % 
We denote by Y’, 9’ the usual spaces of distributions. For K as above and 
for f~ Y’(Y) we define 1”f E C@‘(X) by means of the formula 
(4.2) (u,Z@)=(‘Ku,f), UE.?~(X). 
Then Ris a continuous linear operator from Y’(Y) into g’(X) which we refer 
to as the extension of K in sense of distributions. It is easy to verify that 
(fED,nY’; IKI If I ~~:,,I * d IS ense in DK and that Kf =I?f on this set. 
As in the case of Fourier transform we consider the following property (P) 
of a function f E y’(Y). 
(P) For every gEL’(Y) such that (g[<Ifl I?geLf,,. 
Note, that if f E Y’(Y) and lgl< 1 f I, then ge 9’ and it follows that xg is 
defined and is in g’(X). 
THEOREM 4.1. If f satisfies (P) then f El&. 
PROOF. We will prove that f satisfies (t). Let Af denote the space of all 
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functions gE,C” with finite norm lIgllf=inf {CWZO; Iglrajfl a.e.> with the 
usual convention that inf 0 = 03. Then Af is a Banach subspace of Y’ and 
&%CLliC by (P). We use now the closed graph theorem to check that 
K: Af+L,b, is continuous. 
Suppose that g,, EAT, llgnljf-+O and that l?g,,-+h in Lib,. Then a.e. 
and for every u E Q we have 
lw&,)l= l~‘Ku,S,)l~ j I’fa l&l&~ 
and, by continuity of the inclusion LI’,,C W, 
o&g,) - n-too (u,h), 
which implies that h = 0. 
We denote by A; the closure in Af of A,nD,. It follows that K is Ai-- s.r. 
and by Th. 2.3 Ajc&. 
Let S,C Y be any sequence of nonoverlapping sets and let g, E& satisfy 
lgnl ~~~,lj’l a.e. Then for any sequence (<,) l cO the function g= C &,g, is in 
Ajand therefore in&. By necessity of(t) we conclude that C, ~$Kg,(x)12< 00 
for every (r,) E co. It is known (see e.g. Szeptycki (1984c) that this implies that 
C, I<,] IKgJx)j2< o3 a.e. for every (&) E I” and C, IKg,(x)l’< oo. It follows 
that f satisfies (t) and therefore YE&. 
REMARK. It is not clear whether the converse of theorem 4.1 is valid without 
additional assumptions on the kernel k(x, y). What seems to be needed is the 
compatibility condition R=&? on Y’fl&. This in turn would follow from 
inclusion x&CBCL’ where B is a topological subspace of Lo with topology 
compatible with that of 9 ‘. In the case of the convolution operators of section 
3 it follows from Remark 4 Section 3 that I?&cL~~~. Also, by inspection 
&C Y’ and (P) is necessary and sufficient for f to belong to &. 
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